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Self Portrait 

The Personal, Familial and Relational Catharsis of Poetry in Ada Limón’s Bright Dead Things 

 With its nature of distilling narrative, character and emotion down to a lyrical, imagistic 

essence, poetry frequently calls for the peeling back of layers. By stripping away rhetoric, 

meticulous context, intricate plot and other elements traditionally attributed to long form prose, 

poetry attempts to provide its readers with a more concentrated experience. Poets generally can’t 

afford to be superfluous or coy, making the most of page space, line breaks and word choice to 

render raw, efficient snapshots just as capable of providing an emotional punch as longer works. 

When this approach is the intention, few things touch a nerve quite like a personal narrative. 

Poetry presents a chance for the poet to use their medium as a near means of therapy and 

reflection. Poets can utilize, examine and make peace with their own lives in a manner that is 

simultaneously public and expressive yet intimate and vulnerable. Ada Limón seeks the 

transcendent ability to express, as only poetry can provide, to accomplish such cathartic results in 

her collection Bright Dead Things. With pieces titled “What Remains Grows Ravenous” (28), 

“In A Mexican Restaurant I Recall How Much You Upset Me” (31) and “Cower” (33), Limón 

has chosen herself, her relationships and her feelings in regards to those relationships as her 

subject. Through this exposure and portrayal of self, Limón seeks to use her preferred medium in 

a way which allows her to take authorship of personal matters in a public forum, where doing so 

can reward the artist with strength, closure and, ideally, release. 

 “What Remains Grows Ravenous” offers an intimate glimpse into Limón’s feelings in 

regards to shifting tides of change, specifically with the passing of her stepmother and her 

meeting the man who would become her husband. Where one relationship is commencing, 

another, in the physical sense, is coming to an end. And yet, these dual transitional states 

perpetuate a blend of chemical reaction, triggering layered and overlapping emotional 
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resonations. The complexities of such occasion manifest typographically with the content, 

creating the longest and most intricate poem of the three selections. The poem is broken up into 

five separate portions of varying length and format, be it couplets, tercets or stanzas four to five 

lines in length. The poem is a response to death and love, taking two very intimidating concepts 

which consume our lives, and appropriating them on an individual level as a means of realizing 

their symbiotic connection. “I thought everything was behind me: / death, and dying, and 

sickness. / I didn’t know I was changing my life— / that I would have done anything, / that what 

was left of me would become / so ruthless to survive” (lines 48 – 53). To suffer loss is to fuel our 

love for those we have left while to love is to hold onto the memory of those we lose. As with the 

following pieces, “What Remains Grows Ravenous” is written in first person and it’s clear that 

Limón has no intention of masking her ownership of the soul she’s bearing, along with her 

feelings in regards to finding love. “Men who never looked at me would start up a conversation, / 

like I was suddenly some safer form of fire” (lines 23 – 24). Her imagery is at once quite 

narratively direct, free of pretentions or unnecessary nuance before taking her expressed 

emotions and heightening them with potently allegorical imagery. This occurs often throughout 

the piece, such as with the third stanza of the fourth segment. “His new love was stunning and 

kind and I tried / to imagine I was seeing her through her eyes, like looking up from the bottom 

of the pool” (34 – 36). Once again Limón creates straightforwardness, discussing her attempt to 

connect with her stepmom very plainly; the language is not overtly poetic or needlessly lyrical. 

The priority in this case is clarity. But once this is achieved and the reader comes to understand 

the intent, the image is taken and repeated poetically with a simile that clicks. The stanza is 

elevated with Limón’s approach to sound as well, with the assonance of the recurring ‘i’ found in 

‘kind,’ ‘tried,’ ‘eyes’ and ‘like’ along with each first person address. Though the language might 
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be plain for one function, it’s simultaneously precise in its word choice. This eye for technique 

and dual purposes seems to act as a means of using craft to duplicate the emotional turbulence 

Limón is finding herself in during this intermediate between grief and happiness and the loss and 

growth of her family. 

 The family ties continue on into “In A Mexican Restaurant I Recall How Much You 

Upset Me,” which affords Limón an opportunity to contemplate her late stepmother in the 

context of rendering a portrait of her for the sake of the new family she’s adopted and been 

accepted into through marriage. What’s immediately striking at a glance is Limón’s use of 

repetition to reflect the emotional roller coaster of recollection, as the title suggests. The memory 

of a lost loved one is a matter of culling forth a shimmer of what he or she once was. And in 

doing so, repetition is an expected trigger. This is represented typographically with a series of 

repeated words and phrases purposefully placed in the same position on groups of lines or even 

the same line, such as ‘and’ on lines 4 and 5, ‘you’ on 9, 10 and 11, ‘Oh’ on 13 and 14, 

‘Sometimes’ on 19 and 20, ‘you’ once again on lines 21 through 23, ‘impossible’ on lines 24 and 

25, ‘bone’ on line 26 and ‘it wants’ on line 27. Though her stepmother is gone, this creates a 

flicker effect of meditation as a means of creating a portrait of this woman for her new family 

but, perhaps, also for herself. “Tonight over casual conversation, / words brought you up or out / 

from where I keep you, and you were my stepmom again” (lines 1 – 4). The act of remembering 

is often seen as a pathway to immortality. However, to remember a person and your relationship 

with them is to remember the turbulent with as much lucidity and honesty as the sublime. 

“Sometimes you were mean. / Sometimes I was angry: / you left me when I was 15, / you sent 

my dog to the pound, / you hung up on my brother. / But love is impossible and it goes on / 

despite the impossible” (lines 19 – 25). This is a very vulnerable and crucial statement Limón is 
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making. Where love and death existed in equilibrium in the previous piece, love is given weight 

and the power to transcend not just death but strained relationships. A broken relationship might 

as well be tantamount to death itself and yet true connection and love, no matter how suppressed 

or forsaken, will always remain. Adding to the concept of repetition, Limón paints a self-portrait 

that appears to achieve yet another form of the impossible by portraying her stepmother and 

herself as reflections of one another. Though the former was ‘mean’ while the latter was ‘angry,’ 

they truly loved one another, insinuating a sense of similarity and a bond of mutual association 

not unlike those between love and death or families joined by marriage, as Limón has become 

familiar with herself in marrying her husband. 

 Limón turns her attention inwards with “Cower.” Immediately, this is represented by the 

length of the poem, which has shortened from the two prior pieces, possibly to imply an 

immediacy of the information to come. While the titles of the previous poems are elongated and 

informative in nature, “Cower” is a single word and a verb, an action, a form of movement 

highlighted for its connotations of shrinking or shying away. It feeds off a sense of 

internalization and introversion. “I’m cold in my heart, coal-hard / knot in the mountain buried / 

deep in the boarded-up mine” (lines 1 – 3). Limón infuses physicality, taking personal feelings 

and bonding them with imagery which evokes the tangible durability of mountains and coal; 

mineral elements of the earth itself. The line lengths and enjambment follow this trajectory, 

almost a means of simulating the application of pressure to a piece of coal to produce a diamond. 

Out of unfathomable strife and hardship, one can manifest with a newfound temperament both 

resilient and beautiful. Limón herself, personified. And with this reinforced sense of self, she 

once again considers death. But, rather than allow it the power of intimidation it gains by 

remaining an abstract, she solidifies and personifies death, turning herself into a proxy for the 
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very thing which consumes us all with its relentless presence in our lives. “You are crying in the 

shower. / I am crying near the shower. / Your body a welcomed-red / fire-starter in steam and I 

think, / How scared I would be / if I were death. How could I / come to this house, come / to this 

loved being, see / the mountain’s power / and dare blast it down” (lines 13 – 22). By making 

physical beings of intangible concepts, we better recognize what reason or even lack of reason 

their might be behind the mechanics of how they might operate. And in doing so, though we may 

never understand why death is a part of our lives any more than why we fall in love whenever 

and with whomever we may, we can teach ourselves to co-exist with and tolerate the abstract or 

inexplicable, learning to embrace their presence. Similarly, by externalizing and vocalizing the 

internal, whether it’s our personalities, fears, concerns and emotional states, we can better relate 

to our fellow man. 

 Ada Limón, as with most poets and creative writers, consistently seeks to employ the 

enlightening properties of her medium as a conduit, not just for self-expression but for self-

validation. Her poetry is a painting through text, bearing her psychological, spiritual and 

emotional self and it’s far from perfect. Each poem throughout the collection is stained with 

blemishes of insecurity, flaws of relationship dilemma and intentional cracks seeking to strip 

away the veneer of the superficial. Limón deliberately wears her unique humanness not 

necessarily with pride but with resolve, respecting that in her poetry there’s no need to hide even 

if she wanted to. Instead, her work is not a mask but a macro lens, revealing every facet of 

herself with a sincerity siphoned through poetic craftsmanship to create the portrait of a poet and 

a woman who covets both the strength and vulnerability of her emotional state equally. 


